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2 Welcome

Welcome
I am pleased to share this year’s
annual report which gives you a
sense of how we have performed
last year. Looking back at the last
12 months gives us an opportunity
to reflect on some of the great
work that has been done and
address some important learning
points to help us be an even
better organisation.

We’ve had a positive year – we’ve built 90 new

in surveys, feeding back compliments, complaints

homes with work starting on the regeneration of

or suggestions or by being a member of our Scrutiny

the historic Hale Road cottages in Speke, we’ve

Panel or Board. Last summer, we launched our

helped save tenants over £2million through our

Everyone Together campaign to find out how

benefits advice and energy service and we took

people feel about living in their neighbourhood.

part in a large-scale community event where local

We managed to survey over 50% of tenants which

groups received a share of £20K to support their

has given us a better understanding of some of

projects. However, we know there are significant

the issues tenants are facing and how we can

challenges ahead.

work together to resolve them. You can find out

The coronavirus pandemic has changed the

more information about this on page 12.

landscape of how we operate and we will be looking

I’d like to take this opportunity to thank Steve

at how we can continue to support tenants during

Jennings, who has stepped down as chair of the

this time and the impact it will undoubtedly have

SLH Board after serving his maximum nine-year term.

on tenants’ lives, now and in the years to come.

Steve has been instrumental in driving forward year

All information in this report relates to the period
1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020. However as the
coronavirus pandemic took over all our lives at
the end of this period, we have included a short
section on how we have responded to the
pandemic and helped to support tenants.
We know how important it is to involve our tenants
in any decisions that really impact them and we’d
like to thank all tenants who have got involved
with us over the past year, whether that’s by filling

four and five of Our Journey to 2022 and helping us
to achieve significant efficiency saving across the
Group. We welcome David Jepson as the new chair
of the Board from 24 September 2020. David has
been vice chair for the last four years and has over
30 years’ experience of social housing. His wealth
of experience and knowledge will continue to be
an asset to SLH as he becomes the chair.
Julie Fadden, Chief Executive
of South Liverpool Homes.
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I am delighted to take up the
position of Chair of the Board.
I have been lucky to work in social
housing for most of my career
and now look forward to working
with the Board, the senior
management team and you the
tenants to continue to deliver
homes and services tailored to
the needs of south Liverpool.

The combination of making a difference to people’s

We have a lot to be proud of last year – we invested

lives and helping to build communities is the reason

£8 million into our existing homes, built 90 new

I chose this career path, never more so than when I

homes and supported tenants by continuing to

joined SLH’s board four years ago.

offer additional services such as employment
support, benefits and energy advice and our

The Board works extremely closely with SLH’s

community shop, The Market Place.

senior management team to ensure that we are
in the best position to deliver high quality services

It goes without saying that there are significant

to you, our tenants, and that we are on the right

financial challenges ahead after the unprecedented

track to meet our objectives that we set out in our

last six months and these additional services will

Corporate Plan, Our Journey to 2022. We are into

be essential going forward to enable us to support

year six of this seven-year plan now which gives

tenants through this unsettling period. We are in a

a clear roadmap of what we plan to do over the

strong position to continue to deliver these services

next 12 months to make South Liverpool the place

to you as well continuing to invest in your homes and

to be. I look forward to working with the Board to

building more much-needed homes in the local area.

ensure that we deliver what we say we will do,
while continuing to listen to tenants and ensuring

I hope that you enjoy reading this annual report

you have a say about the services we offer.

and if there is anything you would like to discuss,

You can take a look at the corporate plan at

please get in touch.

www.southliverpoolhomes.co.uk or get in touch
if you would like a printed copy.

David Jepson, Chair of SLH Board
as of 24 September 2020.
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What’s included in this report
This report gives you the key
numbers from 2019/2020 ranging
from how we have performed to
an update on some of the services
we have delivered to you.
In some sections of the report
we will let you know how we
have performed against our
targets as well as how we
compare with housing
associations of a similar size.

How have we performed against
our targets
We set ourselves yearly targets
in key operational areas.

The arrows indicate:

We have achieved our target

We have missed our target

How we compare to others
We compare ourselves to other local housing
providers to give us a sense check of how we are
doing. You can see how we compare to these
organisations when you see the symbols below:

We are performing better than
other local housing providers

We are performing the same
as other local housing providers

We are not performing as well
as other local housing providers
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About us

3,801

118

93

we manage.

in our Independent

South Liverpool Homes.

Number of homes

Homes for older people

Number of people employed at

Living Schemes.

Our corporate objectives

Every
customer
happy

Every
place
perfect

Every
opportunity
taken

Every
penny
counts

Every
person
positive

Customers who

Thriving places

Being the partner

Continue to be a

Colleagues who

are engaged,

where people

of choice.

financially strong,

are engaged,

responsible,

choose to live

well run and viable

empowered and

empowered and

and stay.

social business.

deliver excellent

delighted with
the services
we provide.

services.
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10 key highlights

We let

£

sold

260

33

homes.

homes

We built

90

new homes.

We spent

£8.4m

to right to buy and

on improving homes, including

right to acquire.

day-to-day repairs, planned
improvements and cyclical
works. An increase of 15%
compared to last year.

166
180
We upgraded

kitchens and installed

new boilers.

Made

£381K

87%

of complainants are happy
with how we have handled
their complaints.

We came

12th

efficiency savings across

in the UK-wide Best

the Group.

Workplace survey.

100%

99%

gas safety check.

of their new homes.

of homes had an annual

of tenants

are satisfied with the quality
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Getting in touch and customer feedback

87%

are satisfied with

153

complaints were received.

the way we have
handled complaints.
Target 95%

We welcome all customer feedback,
whether that’s complaints, compliments
or suggestions about how we can improve
our services to you. Of the 153 complaints

2,231

and no complaints went to the Housing

followers on Facebook. An

38,637

Ombudsman. The most common complaint

increase of 32% compared

An increase of 31%

was about outstanding repairs. We have

to last year.

compared to last year.

14,434

1,765

customer service. It also helps us to monitor

customers throughout

mySLH.

our performance for each level of repair.

the year.

we received last year, eight went to stage
two of our customer feedback process

views on our website.

recently updated our repairs policy to
address your concerns with repairs. After
consulting with tenants, we now offer a
more flexible repairs service. Our new
approach will ensure that our service is
quick and efficient through maximum use
of resources, whilst enabling us to prioritise
effectively and provide high levels of

digital contacts with

tenants registered with

More and more customers are choosing to
contact us digitally and we have recently

There are lots of other ways you can give your

seen an increase in customers using our

feedback and have a say on our services. Our

webchat facility. We are looking at how we

Scrutiny Panel review our services and last year

can make this experience even better for you

they influenced how we carried out our repair

as well as reviewing mySLH to ensure you can

satisfaction surveys and introduced quality checks

access more of your tenancy details through

on phone calls. If you would like to get involved in

this online customer portal

the Scrutiny Panel, please get in touch.
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Improving your homes

£8M

We spent £8m on improving your homes. This
includes investment works such as new kitchens
and bathrooms, day-to-day repairs and works
such as external painting etc.

£919,231

£752,416 on

£447,420

on Kitchens

Boundary walls

on Roofing

£419,406

£346,102

£134,641

on Boilers

on Windows

on Doors
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94%

100%

13,987

responsive repairs

repairs appointments kept.

day-to-day repairs carried out.

completed in target.
Target 99.7%
Target 99.7%

4

100%

85%

is the average number of

homes with annual gas

tenants satisfied with repairs

repairs per home per year.

safety check completed.

and maintenance service.

Target 100%

Target 96%

We recognise that there are areas of our repairs service where we need to improve. We have recently
changed our repairs policy to make the process simpler, more flexible and more convenient. Following
consultation with tenants, we’ve simplified repairs into two categories – emergency repairs and flexible
appointment-based repairs. Avela Home Service continues to deliver our repairs and maintenance service
and began delivering our gas checks from 1 May 2020.
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Supporting tenants

245

174

2,429

tenancy support service.

live independently.

The Market Place.

£2.1

1,753

tenants through our Benefits

support through Reach,

tenants accessed the

additional income secured for
and Energy Advice Team.
This a 40% increase compared
to last year.

tenants left the service and now

customers received employment

204

paid employment.

Target £1,360,000

As a community-based housing association we do
more than providing a roof over someone’s head.
We offer a range of services to help people stay
in their homes; including benefits and energy advice,
a tenancy support service, employment support
and a community shop.
The Market Place moved from Western Avenue
in Speke to premises next to the SLH office in
summer 2019. This has proved a popular decision
with customers, with the number of visits increasing
by 73% since last year. The additional space and
access to a better kitchen has enabled us to offer
cooking courses and coffee mornings for tenants
which have been well attended. A cooking
demonstration, Cook It, was a particular highlight
of the year, showing tenants how to cook low-cost,
tasty meals for the family using fresh produce
donated by Grow Speke.

went onto find

visits to our community shop,
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Grow Speke is our thriving urban community garden in Speke that is delivered in partnership with
Groundwork, Blackburne House and Merseyside Police. Here are the highlights from the past year:

June

July

August

Fruit orchard
planted.

Bees arrive thanks
to support from
Blackburne House.

Wildflower meadow
funded by Fusion 21
starts to flourish.

September

October

February

Keepmoat dig trenches
for electricity and
water supply.

Speke Hall provide
apples for our first
cider making workshop.

Liverpool’s Metro Mayor,
Steve Rotheram, visits
the garden.
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Investing in your neighbourhoods

81%

tenants happy with how we
handled their anti-social
behaviour case.
Target 96%

84%

tenants happy with
the outcome of their
anti-social behavior case.
Target 94%

We recognise that not everyone is happy with their neighbourhood
and there is more work to do in the areas where you live. We have

302

cases were reported to
us and 282 cases were
successfully resolved.

worked hard over the past year to visit every tenant as part of our
Everyone Together campaign, speaking with over 54% to find out
about what you like and don’t like about your neighbourhood and
how you think we could improve.
Following the results of this survey, we have recently created a brand
new community investment team who will lead on health and wellbeing,
engagement, employment, enterprise and environment. We will also be
developing a community champion programme after many of you said
that you would like to get involved.

85%

We have a dedicated community safety team who deal with cases
of anti-social behavior. We have recently increased the resources

are happy with their

in this team to ensure all cases are managed effectively. The

neighbourhood as a

increased resource will also enable us to be more pro active

place to live.

in our approach so that we can tackle issues that we know are
causing concerns in your neighbourhoods.
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New homes for customers

99%

1,068 1,821 17
people applied for

people are on

days is our average

quality of their new home.

a new home with us.

our waiting list.

time to re-let our homes.

Target 1500

Target 15 days

are satisfied with the

Target 96%

£
90
new homes
were built

71
homes for
affordable
rent

11
for rent
to buy

£
We have continued to build more, much-needed
homes for the local community. We have
completed 16 two and three bedroom homes
in Speke at Burnage Close and 23 three-bedroom
homes at Hale Drive.
We are in the middle of developing an 118-home
site at Greenway Road in Speke which is a mixture
of affordable rent and rent to buy – a Government
scheme which aims to ease the transition from
renting to buying. This development also saw our
first modular homes being built – homes that were
built off-site and fully installed in two days! Work
has also started on the historic Grade II listed
cottages at Hale Road in Speke which will be
surrounded by 17 new bungalows, providing
much-needed accessible homes for people over 55.
Our development at 18 Livingston Drive is also close
to completion, comprising of 22 homes for shared
ownership and for sale close to Sefton Park.

8 homes
for shared
ownership
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The numbers
Our Board leads our approach to value for money and we ensure
that they are clear on the costs of running SLH so that they can
make effective decisions on how we spend our money. This is so
that we have the right balance between maintaining your homes,
building new homes, offering additional support services such as
Reach and The Market Place and continue to maintain a happy
and healthy workforce.

88%

tenants think that their

£19.7m
Group turnover.

rent is value for money.

£381,297
efficiency savings across
the Group. An efficiency saving
is the reduction in the amount
of money needed to deliver
services to you.
Target £300,000

£3.02m
surplus achieved we

can re-invested back
into our communities.

£845,526
arrears owed by current and
former tenants. This includes
rent, service charges, chargeable
repairs and court costs.
Target £766,563
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Last year, we carried out a number of reviews including how we
continue to maximise the rent we collect and how we set and
recover service charges. Both these reviews aimed to ensure
services deliver value for money for our tenants. The service
charge review will continue into next year as we continue to
identify areas for improvement.

What your rent is spent on

Where we receive our money from

56% Investing and maintaining homes

78% General needs rent

19% Staff costs

16% Grants, asset sales

15% Overheads (running costs)

and other income

6%

Interest

3%

Supported housing rent

3%

Community investment

2%

General needs

1%

Other costs

service charges
1%

Supported housing
service charges

3% 1%

3%

2% 1%

6%
16%
15%

56%
19%

This year we have made significant savings on the cost of empty homes – a total saving
of £300K. A new contract was set up in 2019 with Avela Home Service. This has enabled
better working practices and has streamlined the process from when a tenant moves
out of a home to a new tenant moving in. A more robust tenancy management process
has also contributed towards these savings. This has included enforcing tenant
responsibilities and introducing a new chargeable repairs process.

78%
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Supporting tenants during the
coronavirus pandemic
The coronavirus pandemic has defined most of 2020, changing our everyday lives completely.
Our top priority since the start of the outbreak has been to ensure our tenants are supported
during this unsettling time, whether that’s support with your health and wellbeing or helping
you to understand how we have changed the way we are delivering services to you.
Take a look at how we have responded to the outbreak up until 31 July 2020.

6,650

calls made to

1,600

visits to our

vulnerable tenants and those

dedicated coronavirus page

who were shielding to make

on our website.

Helped

in

£614,079

extra income for tenants.

everything they need.

2,800

tenants

access benefits advice, resulting

sure they were okay and have

Carried out over

316

Offered

86

Fresh fruit and vegetables from
new homes,

Grow Speke donated to local

emergency repairs to tenants’

including housing those who

homes, including gas and

organisations who are providing

were homeless and living in

electrical safey checks.

food support for the community

temporary accommodation.

and to tenants who live in our
independent living schemes.

over

3,600kg

of food donated

Gave out

12

internet accessible devices,

to Five for Families in Speke who distributed it

with three months’ data to tenants who were

to the local community. We made the difficult

both socially-isolated and digitally-excluded.

decision to temporarily close our community

This enabled tenants to catch up virtually with

shop, The Market Place, however we made sure

family and friends, engage with SLH and attend

we were still supporting families with their food

our Coffee & Chat group.

shop by donating our weekly food allocations
from FareShare, the organisation we buy our
groceries from.
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Get in Touch
southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

info@southliverpoolhomes.co.uk

0330 303 3000

/southliverpoolhomes

SLH_Homes

